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This is an adult coloring book filled mandala-type designs. The designs are all supplied by GMC
Designs/Shutterstock, Inc. I don't know if that means there are various designers within those
companies or not, but there isn't a specific artist mentioned.There are 24 different designs. Usually,
when I have a color book of mandalas, there is a single, circular image on the page. On these, in
most cases, the image is more of a montage of overlaying itself and filling the page. It is very pretty
and should be a lot of fun to color.The paper weight is nice and heavy â€“ very much a feeling of
premium grade paper. The designs are printed on one side of the page (with the back side blank.)
The pages are all micro-perforated so removing them from the book will be easy. The print quality of
the design is excellent. There are parts of the designs which are rather intricate.I have had bleed
through of color with all of my markers and some gel pens. If using either media, I will either remove
the page from the book or put some freezer paper or heavy card stock between the pages while I
am working.There is information on the inside front and inside back page which explains color and
shading techniques. I am very impressed with both the quality and the subject matter in the new line
of Leisure Arts coloring books.I have found that coloring helps me release my mind from my worries.

Having a single point of focus really seems to relieve my mind and help me relax. That this is a book
of mandalas which are used for meditating makes it even more relaxing.

I love these books. Especially the Mandala Wonders. I got 3 books 2 weeks ago and have not put
them down. Keeps me busy.I use Sharpie Ultra Fine Points, Prismacolor Brush Pens or Crayola
Colored Pencils.:)

Love this coloring book - paper is kinda wonky and takes color differently from most coloring books.
It is heavy paper, kinda crinkly after the picture is fully colored in. But I like the patterns a lot. I
included some finished pages. The book is about half done

Color Art for everyone: Mandala Wonders is a beautiful book. This was the first adult coloring book
that I colored in. This book starts off talking about colors and a color wheel. The pages are single
sided with nice paper. The pages are perforated for easy removal. These are 24 designs to color.I
used zig clean color real brush markers for the page I colored and they are bright and work well with
this paper. This paper also works well with other markers, colored pencils, and gel pens. Some
designs you will need a fine tip to color with.Color Art has many different books to choose from. I
love them and will be collecting them all!!

I thought I'd really enjoy this. I like mandalas and the pictures of this looked nice. The book itself is
fine. The paper is interesting, unlike any I've ever seen. It's not quite thick, but it has a wicking
texture to it that is fun to use with markers/fineliner pens. The paper gives the pictures a textured
look that I like. (Though some people might not.) The pages are also perforated and only printed on
one side. Markers bleed through to the back, but as long as you use a blotter page behind it that's
not a problem.I, personally, find the pages a bit too tedious. I started one and was really loving it,
but feel like I'm just coloring the same thing over and over and over, because the same 1/4 of a
mandala is printed 12 times on one page. I still haven't finished the page because I am just so bored
with it and have moved on to other things. Pretty, yes, but not for someone who doesn't want to
spend hours literally coloring the same thing repeatedly.

This book is AMAZING! It's a great destressing/calming method. It's perfect for when you need to
"take a break" or do something when bored! I recommend using markers (for example Sharpie Ultra
Fine Point Markers)

I love coloring mandalas and have purchased at least 30 adult type coloring books. I like the
designs in the Leisure Arts books, but I LOVE that the pages are perforated! Not many companies
do this. I like that I do not have to deal with bending a book, it is too cumbersome. I prefer to tear out
a page and place it on a clipboard. It is lighter this way and I can take it with me in my tote bag. I
have 2 Liesure Arts coloring books thus far and plan on buying the rest of them!

Lots of great patterns to color, and a few duds. Nice heavy paper printed on one side and perforated
for easy removal. Great to color with gel pens. I do wonder why every coloring book I've ever bought
has at least a few patterns that are unusable. Oh well. It was inexpensive and has offered hours of
colorful relaxation.
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